The selective anatomical vulnerability of ALS: 'disease-defining' and 'disease-defying' brain regions.
A large multiparametric MRI study has been undertaken to evaluate anatomical patterns of basal ganglia, white matter and cortical grey matter involvement in ALS. Unaffected brain regions are mapped in patients with significant disability. Multiple white matter diffusivity measures, cortical grey matter density alterations, basal ganglia volumes and subcortical grey matter atrophy patterns are evaluated. Results demonstrated a strikingly selective anatomical vulnerability pattern in ALS that preferentially affects specific grey matter structures, commissural white matter tracts and basal ganglia regions, suggestive of networkwise neurodegeneration in ALS. In conclusion, ALS pathology exhibits predilection for selective and inter-connected anatomical sites that can be comprehensively characterized in vivo by multiparametric neuroimaging. The systematic characterization of unaffected brain regions in ALS has implications for the development of classifier analyses and elucidation of disease biology. The involvement and sparing of contiguous brain regions raises important pathophysiological, phylogenetic and ontogenetic questions regarding ALS pathogenesis and disease spread.